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Abstraut
Ali oxperOnental Investigation of holler cathodes
for t30-cm His Ionibardment thrusters was carried out.
Roth milt and neutralizer cathode configurations were
tested Moll built rolled foil Inserts coaled with Imr work
function ^ualu •ial and Impregnated porous tungsten Ili-
sels. "I'canperature measuromnis of an Impregnated
Inscrl at various positions ht the cathode were node.
These, along. with the cathode thermal profile titre pre-
sented. A ihrory pro -Lfed foil and Impregnated Insert
operation and lifetime In hollow cathodes Is developed.
Several endurance bests, as long as 18 000 hours at
emission currents of tip to 12 amps were attained with
no degmsdatlon fit performance.
Introduction
Ili previous parametric im •estigations ll-3) of hollow
cathodes for 30-cn lig thrusters It was found that the
proper choice of cathode materials and Up orifice di-
mensions were necessary to assure minimum tip erosion
and Integrity of the cathode. It was also sloven experi-
mentally that a parameter that most s pangly affected
cathode Ilfetfine (3 ^'1) was the low, work function material
used to both Initiate and sustain u cathode discharge.
Adequate lifetime of time cathode depended heavily on
maintaining the emissive mix rut low enough tempera-
tures so as not to be dispensed too quickly during cath-
ode operation, Experimental and theo retical work fins
continued on hollow cathodes to find a desirable low,
work function material, proper thermal environment for
the low work reaction container, and/or a dispenser to
provide proper release of emissive mix to tissues long
lifetime.
Presented in this paper are tine results of testing
hollow catho^es for use as Loth. main mid neutralizer
cathodes in 30-cm thrusters. The cathodes were tested
in bell jars, where the insert material and iLs position
relative to tile cathode tip were varied. NeutrnRzars
and main cathodes were ran at emission levels of
2 amps and between 7 and 12 amps, respectively. The
cathode keeper and collector voltages were monitored,
along with temperature measurements recorded at the
cathode tip and behind the cathode tip heater. Test data
are presented for (1) a 10 000-hour test of a main cath-
ode ith a rolled foil recessed Insert, (2) an. ongoing
18 000-hour test of a main cathode with an impregnated
insert, and (3) a neutralizer cathode test of 15 000 hours.
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The second hill[ of the paper presents to theoretical
estimate of lifelines of both tolled roll Inserts and im-
pregnated porous tungsten Inserts, A theory for porous
tungsten insert operation in hollow cathodes is developed.
The theory Incorporates reported ovupoatlon rates of
active nalr` till from the porous tungsten Insert and the
Influence of the htsu•t size, lmnpe•aturo, laid cutilude
orifice dimensions oil cathode design. The nncdel devcl-
oued Is used to predict cathode- Ill -dmu and performance
its it reaction of operating conditions,
Apparatus and procedure
Hollow Cathodes mid Inserts
Figure 1 shows a sketch of it Lyplcul cathode config-
uration used in these studies. The hollow cathodes were
made of 5.35-nuu diameter tantalum tubingwith a wall
thicloess of 0.38 mm and had a 1,22-mm thick 2 percent
thorlated tungsten disk electron beam welded to the tube.
A straight-through %,,10 man orifice eves used for a neu-
tralizer cathode and the orifices of the main eathude
w-re 0.76 mm it `tametar with a-150 chamfer, All the
main cathodes were fabricated and assembled by Hughes
Research Laboratories•
Table f summarizes the various cathode configure-
tlons tested. Two types of radiation fins (used to reduce
Up operating temperatures) were used on the main cath-
odes. One type had a Ta fin 1.75 cm In diameter that
was electron beam welded to the cathode as shown in
figure 1. The other type of radiation fill had attached to
it it 0.8-cm long collar, to extend the radiating area.
Figure 1 shows this collared fin that was used oil
 2 and 3. The cathode Inserts were of two types,
coated rolled Ta foil and impregnated porous tungsten.
Rolled foil inserts used lit cathodes were made of 0.012-
mm thick tantalum foil 15-cm long and 1. 27-cm wide,
rolled into a coil, and dipped three times into an emis-
sive mix. A Flow passage of about I, 3-mm diameter
existed along the center of the insert. The emissive
mix (R-500) was a barium. carbonate and strontium car-
bonatts mixture containing a nitrocellulose binder and
suspended in a mixture of organic solvents. Commer-
cially available (semicon type 84-8`, porous •;wigsten
Inserts were used. The inserts were iminirgiated with
a low work function material, 1•arium calcium aluminate.
Tile impregnated Inserts wer-- hollow cylinders 2.54-cm
long, xvith a 5.3-mm outside diameter and an inside di-
ameter that varied from 2. 54 to 3. 82 arm.
j
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Tip heaters were Cllher RingSlen vvfre encapsulated
Ill sprayed Al.,O.I or tantalum wit', enclosed In fill,-
talent tubing (swaged lenders), Radiation sldeldhtg made
of O,Oi;rmen thick tantalum foil was wrapped around the
tip beaters. Alt open loop wire keeper Willi it
6,'25 nun In diameter was Spaced 1. 5 Iron from the cath-
ode. To simulate the thruster anude a 7. 5-zio diameter
Ta disk was placed 1.0 cut front the keeper. Flow rates
'Vet's measured Using precision barn glass Capilla ry flaw
tubes ;end time ave raged liquid mercury now rates Were
qbluined for short perlods of line.
Itiq uallill Facilities
Cathrodes 1. '?. i. and 5 were run In 0, 5-n diameter
bell jars. An oil diffusion pump. ushvg It 	 nitrogen
baffhu, kept tine bell j.ir pressure fit 	 low 10-1; torn
name. Mercury from the hollow cathodes was condensed
Oil it liquid nitrogen mold lrnp. Cathodes :1. ll, and 5
(which uus reinoroel from it 	 jar at 500 hr) were run
In ports attached to tile 5-in diameter by 22-m long
Facility (look a) In the electr ic propulsion laboratory at
Lewis Research Center,
trol the operation of hollow cathodes urn not well known.
Reference 6 operated cathodes without low •vork ,'unction
inatoriit end Could such catthodcs ba rd stn Alng rritn vu
high flew requirements. :l was further shaven by many
"llcrimenters 11, :1. (i, 7) that high voltages, hightemper-
atu •ans, and high mercury flows occu r red during steady
,state spot mode ope r,dlon with no low a^ork function ma-
terinl present. 'I'l l ' se. tmodlll0us can hind to short cath-
ode lifetime, ('), 6, 7) 1',, , u;xnnple, Ref. 7 found that tip
erosion rates of 6-cat lcutralizers ope rating with no fn-
selts or emissive mixture Inc reased by two orders of
nakmitude.
'fie availability of low ao k function ni 4crial In lie
eatlude Is necessary ,a satisfactory cathode per-
foruaucc. A sufficient supply of low work Function mate-
rial is necessary to Initiate mid Sustain it eldbude dis-
chatrge it Inv keeper vollagus, (3.7) Rerercuve 8 showed
(lent it love cathode (keeper voltage is :ill important parnn-
ater In atchle°inig efficient thrii te r operation, With it
fixed discharge voltage In it thruster a love cathode (keeper
voltage Increases the available energy Ft the discharge
for propelhul Ionization, and brace leads to tncrenscd
propellant utilization,
tixneeimental Results turd Discussion
Orifice Erosion
it was shown in Ref. :3 that for given operating con-
ditions the proper choice of cathode orifice dimension
wits necessary to minimize tip erosion mad insure long
cathode lifetime, It vvas further shown in Refs. I mid 3
dint the use of it 0.76-nun orifice with a •ifi o chamfer
eRnliated lip erosion for emission currents tip to
15 amps. Thus, this orifice was used for all the main
cathodes which operated at emission currents of 10 amps
or more. No noticeable change fit orifice dimension was
,observed !it 	 cathodes for rums even its long as 18 000
,ours. This is shovvm in tine photomicrograph of fi6mre 2
taken of cathode 2 ran at 12 amps end ssion for 10 600
hours. The tip orifice is still 0.76 mm in diameter.
For the neutralizer (cathode 4) run for 15 000 hours
there was a slight increase in orifice size. Flgaire 3
shoves the Increase in orifice dimension as a function of
time for cathode •1, which was run at 2 amps emission
current and 590 niA keeper current. An elastic mold
impression was taken of the orifice at 8000 hours and a
photomicrograph it la- 000 hours. There was a linear
Increase in orifice size Inc reasing from 0.40 initially to
0.48 mm at 15 000 (tours. This change in orifice dimen-
sion of the neutralizer cathode, as will be shmum later.
did not affect its performance in a bell jar,
Reference :I also shaved that tau amount of love- Work
funct'on material is not as Important to cathode relitbil-
Ity and lil'utimc as its 1021111011 In the cathode. placing
emissive m'.x (11-501)) on trolled foil inserts and recessing;
the insert.+ from lh e cathode tip allowed the lovv° wort:
function material to no at it cool loeaalion ht the cathode
and did Increase Ilfolttu_. However. associated With a
recessed insert is an increase ht keeper voltage. (3)
which as mentioned. degrades thruster parfornrince.
Thus. tests were conducted oil variety of insert designs,
Insert positions, and cathode confl[,nn •ations to reduce the
performace penalty associated with recessed inserts,
and still maintain long lifetimes.
Rolled poll Inserts
Reference 3 reported a test of is 0.76-min straight-
through orifice cathodo with a 1.27-cm insert, recessed
1.0 cm from the tip which ran from 3880 hours m
15 amps emission with no noticeable change lit perfornn-
ance. however, because of the recessed insert position•
an unacceptable keeper voltage for 30 cu thruster oper-
ation was experienced. Thus Lea tests were run concur-
rently with Identical inserts, located 0.95 cut 	 the
tip (half the recessed distance of the Her, 3 3880-hr
c:athodc), but placed in cathode mnCiymrntlons that were
not thermally identical. Cattle,'- 1 had no radiation fin
to cool tine tip, while cathode 2, had it 	 fin, with
,a 	 to extend the radiating area (see fig. 1).
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Cathodes and Lou, Work Function Inserts
As pointed out by Ref: 5 the mechanisms which con-
Cathode 1 was run in at bell jar with a collector
current of 12 amps, a keeper current of aUO InA, and
2
tOil equivalent ilg flow of 170 nhA (see 'fable ill. 'two
thermocouples reero used to utonilor temperature, ono
of the cathode tip and carve behind the time sprayed
healer (I. G cur from to tip). 111w, tip thermuccuplu br
came inoperative Offer 900 hours. To Initiate a dis-
charge, only 34 waits of tip power vvns vended to Obtain
a tip temperature of 10560 C, a temperature that was
tvp(eally required,
After the discharge was estabtisimd the tip heater
was turned off, and the Itoepe• unit collector voltages
aml thermocouple readings were recorded its a function
Of time (fig. •).
As was typical of other R-500 ruated rolled full In-
sorts. the eaduus of keeper turd collector voltage in-
creased, after a cathode hod huen run for ,.bout 20 hours.
This was Interpreted to meat that luring preheat and
Initial startup all laces Of low work farellnll material
was released, F rom figure 4 It calm Ile "oil that the till
temperature during operation was 1450 0 C and the tenn-
peratlu'e behind the tip heater 10800 C. (These temper-
ature values are also shown It Table f . ) After
700 hours lire keeper and=ollector voltages began to
rise, lndicating depletion of low wort: function lnatterial
has already begun. In addition, after nbte restarts and
won hours, cathode 1 would not relight and Ito test wars
terminated.
`cathode 2 was of the some configuration (Insert,
position, thermocouple locations, radiation shielding,
etc, ) excopl It had n radiation fin with a collar. Be-
cause of the collar-radiatfion fin a total of 90 watts Of
tip power hews required to Initiate a discharge (tip tem-
perature = 10550 C). Subsequent restarts required less
power. 60 waits, because the tip temperature needed to
initiate a discharge was lower (9200 C).
The total test time of this cathode was 10 600 hours
The plots of keeper and collector voltage, as a function
of time are shown in figure 5. The cathode was re-
started 30 times at t:andont intervals. The life of this
cathode can be divided Into fou r regions. In region 1
(first 6500 hr) the collector and keeper currents were
kept at 12 amps (spot model and 300 mA, respectively,
with all equivalent lig Row of 170 MA, In this time per
-iod the keeper voltage rose prom 5.5 to 10 volts of
200 hours Find rumained at 10 volts until 640U boors.
The cathode lip temperature remained of Lim ;average of
9250 C and the thermocouple on the cathode 1,6 cm
£rout the tip remained all 8250 C. in this time period
(6400 hr) the cathode rcllel ted costly 19 times at the
same tip temperature and ihere were no changes In
keeper voltage, indicating that We low work function
material (insert) was encased in a cool cathode region.
The tip humer resistance was monitored periodically
during tine tests "it the cold resistance (as measured
with it Wheatstone bridge) (U. 9G uLnu did lint change
during this first 0 ,100 hours. At 0417 hours (region 2)
Lihcrc was a faellit)° fedure and a thin film of oil was
spread all ove r the hell pat and the cathode itself. The
Up healer hot l eslsumce offer the hull pal• f llfurc was
lower. Also tilt power needed to gel the lip tempera-
lure up to 9200 C increased to 55 .vatfs Indicating n
change in do optical radiation ,-..penes of the cathode
and calhodc tip (higher unitunce). The cathode rv-
lighled, but at a lip letnpnrature Of 10:10 0 C, and the
keeper and collector voltages Increased to 12 and
17 volts, respectively. A corresponding rise In tip and
cathode temperature aocompanfed the voltage increases.
This Increase in temperatu re was probably, due to a
combination of n tacit of sufficient low work function
material or a poisoning by the oil. A relight at 5000
hours reduced tile voltages and temperature. Between
5500 land 9000 hours, a series of bell jai, failures Is4ml-
tar to the one at 6406 hr) further changed the character-
istics of life cathode, This Is considered region :I. The
Brame sprayed heater lead broke off at 9000 hours and it
now hover load placed on the heater failed to improve
the heater. A pulsed suart ll) was necessary to relight
the cathode at 0000 hours. From 9000 hou rs until Una
test was terminated lit 10 600 hours. the cathode was
run of 10 amps emission current (Instead of the prior
12 amps) to match the emission current in Tile Operating
:40 cm en6dueuring model thrusters. At 10 000 hours
the cathode wits removed to replace the tip beater. and
In Lie process of placing a new tip heater on the cathode
the cathode itself brolo Into live pieces.
Shown in figure 6 are Life temperature levels of
cathodes 1 and 2 as a function of emission current.
This data was taken with no tip boater power and before
any degradation It performance level. Adding' a radia-
tfet fin lowers the temperature levels at the tip and be-
hind the tip heater at all emission current levels. in
addition the temperature levels are less sensitive to
emission current for the cathode design with a radiation
fin. This feature is desirable, for 30-cm Rg thrusters
are required to operate at throttled current conditions,
and as will be showm later, f'. is desirable to open to
cathodes within a dallied temperature range. Also, as
was noted by the shortened lifetime of cathode 1, high
temperature levels lead to rapid low work function de-
pletion and shortened lifetime. For cathode 2, with the
radiation fin, emission current levels of 15 : gimps seem
to have sufficiently low temperatures (9800 C at the tip.
5500 C 1.9 can from the tip) to assure prolonged life-
time.
1-lrregnated Inserts
A test was started with an Im pregnated insert. in
cathode 3, a configuration identical to e p ttode 2. The
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Insert (2. 0q by 0. 518- by 0, 25 cut) %vas alro recessed
rival the cathode lip 0.05 em and cle . lrictly attached to
the cathode with 0. 51 tam (20 call) To wire. ']'his calh-
ate !1 was part of a eathode­ Isolator vaporizer lest that
is dv=4cribcd In more duluil in Ref. 10. ']'0 Initiate a
dhstmcrge approximately OS %vans was applied to the tip
heater. Once a discharge was obtained the tip healer
wins nuacd off. 'I'hc discharge was kept Ill tine spot mode
ant Na egadvaleat mass flow 140 mA rand for the l'i'st 2100
hours Cac collector current was held at 12 rasps. 'tile
keoper current was set at 000 mA throughout the test.
A plot of the keeper laid collector voltages its a function
of time are shown In figure 7. To see if it lover eollee-
! n' current had an adverse effect on cathode lifetime the
current was reduced at :1000 hours to 7 anips emission
for the nest 1000 hours, This did not lead to any degra-
dation frond. At 4000 hours the emission current was
raised to 10 :asps. At 5500 hours the emission current
level was raised to 10. 6 ;nips (fu line %vt0i the EINIT
emission current level tit full thruster), i8) At -5500
hours the exper iment was shut dawn for 2 months due to
facility" limitations and the C-TV assembly %vas exposed
to 1 atmosphere (summer or 1 -15). As call he seen from
the figure, this exposure and storage did act, affect tine
performance level or lifetime. 'Ibis cathode 3 conftgii-
ration has been restated 48 times at a tip temperature
of approximately 10250 C. The original flame sprayed
tip header Palled at 8350 hours and it new swaged heater,
placed parallel to the lubc axis. was Installed and at-
tabled :in Initial startup tip temperature of 10200 C. Al-
though not shown on figure 7. the tip temperature during
operation was around 9000 C, a little higher than that of
cathode 2. however, because of different thermal envi-
ronment configurations, it Is difficult to account for
temperature differences between an impregnated and
rolled foil insert cathode. Tire keeper voltages, which
can be compared (similar keeper and keeper distances)
were approximately the same ( v10 V).
As shm%n In figure 7, there was little or no discen-
ible change fin keeper voltage it a given emission current
level, This cathode 3 has operated for a total of 18 000
hours (as of August 1975), is still running, and shows no
signs of changing performance level.
An impregnated Insert (2. 54-cm long, 0, 55-cm e, d..
0. 25-cm 1. d. ) was placed in cathode 4 and was recessed
1.25 cm from the tip. The neutralizer-type cathode
with a 0. 40-mm diameter orifice was run in a bell jar at
2 amps emission current to a collector and 580 mA to
the keeper. Shone In figure 8 is a plot of keeper and
collector voltages, and tip and cathode (behind heater)
temperatures as it function of time. The test operated
for la 000 hours ant nearly constant keeper/collector
voltages and tip temperatures. At 14 080 (tours a factl-
fly pressure rise caused it small crack in the cathode tip
4
mid talc lest was Wrminated 020 hours later. '1710 Until-
ode was run with file Inse r t recessed for° the first 1600
hours. Unusually high keeper and culluclor voltages (19
and 19.5 V, r'espt,etively) were associated with the re-
cussed !,nprugmtad Insert. 'These voltage levels led to
hhrt tip and cathode tube temperatures. It was decided
at LOU hours to move the hosorl. up to the Up to measure
the effect of Insert positimo on keeper land collector volt-
ages and temperature levels. ']'his move resulted fit
 fin the boseltne keeper and eollecle' voltages to
14 and iii volts, respectively (fig, 8). The drop In volt-
age levels reduced the tip temperature lad cathode tem-
perature behind the 0. 95-cm swaged healer to E50 0 and
5500 C, respectively (data rend at 2000 hr), 'rhe base-
line keeper and collector voltages for the lmprtumaled
Insert fuelled at the tip of cathode -I :11 .0 to saint' as that
for the 1.'27-cm recessed rolled toil Insert neutrah?er
repotted In Rot :1. (Set , fig. 8 of FILL. a,) This prob-
ably mews that the rate of low work Inaction material
dispensation for the five different cathode confignarations
are similar. Cathode •1 was run for a total of 15 000
]lours raid survived a total of clue facility failures.
points-in-time at Mdcha the facility failed are Indicated
by an X on figure S.
After a facility Lallu'e there was a change hi keeper
and collector voltage lev els. flowever, even after luhnc
facility failures the keeper and collector voltages ,tit
15 000 hours were the same as ut 10 000 hours running
time. At:14 080 hours a blown fuse In the power p:mcL
(another facility fullure) allowed the hot cathode to be
exposed to a few microns of pressure. Subsequently. it
was observed that to keep tine cathode In the spot mode
an increase ha mass floc was necessary. A crack had
developed In the side of tine cathode at a point where the
cathode lip was electron beam welded to the cathode.
Upon removal of the cathode at 15 000 hours this crack
%%,,s clearly visible and is shmvn In figure 9. The test
was terminated at 15 000 hours. It is felt that the expo-
sure of the hot cathode to a few microns of pressure
caused the crack.
The success of neut _l[zLe cathode 4 and the trus-
ter performance penult; as3-elated with it recessed im-
pregnated Inscrt(8) led to a decision t..:,f_ test cathode G.
n main cathode, with a flush Insert. Cathode 5 was open
ated the first 70 hours for comparative purposes with the
Insert recessed, to obtain vclmgo :aid temperature levels
at the recessed insert position. At 70 hours the insert
was moved flush to the tip. Sho%n hl figure 10 Is a plot
of cathode 5 keeper and collector voltage, tip tempera-
hi e, mad cathode temperature behind the heater its a
function of fig mass flow for the two Insert positions at a
keeper current of 000 mA and collector current of 10.0
amps. The radiation fin in no EIMT cathode does not
have a collar and hence has less radiating area than that
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of cathodes 2 out :I. Thus, lit the same emission car-
real levels, cathode 5, with at recessed Insert 0. Wi em
from the lip, rant hat a higine' tip temperature than cath-
ode 2 or 3 (compare figs. 6 and 10).
From figure 30 it can be seen Unit the recessed in-
sert Increases both huepur and collector voltages, tip
and cathode temporatures at all mass now rates. Thin
behavior was similar to that observed lit a thruster. (s)
Tompeaiures of the tip and cathode tube for both Insert
positions were nearly Independent of alone flow rate as
It was; varied Cram 1:10 to 290 hiA. Moving the Insert up
to Ilia lip, beside causing reductions in keeper and col-
lector voltage, also reduces the cathode temperature
levels. Figure 11 slows the tmnape. Aure distribution
profile of cathode 5 with two Insert positions at :lit
equivalent mass flow of 140 mA. Moving the Insert to
the tip caused a drop in temperature of 150 0 C at the tip
and at Ilia C-A thermocouple (bohlud the luster) of ap-
proximately 1125 0 C. As of July 31, 107(1 cathode 5 has
operated for :1000 hours at an emission current of 10.6
amps mud has exhibited no degradation trends.
Insert'feluncrature Meaasureuenl
As discussed previously, the thruster performance
is improved with an Impregnated insert located cat ilia
tip.liottng We Insert up to the lip, as In cathode 5, did
cause a drop lit the cathode tip temperature, however,
the actual lnsett temperature change was not measured.
To measure the insert temperature and evaluate Its life-
time potential, an identical Insert mud cathode similar to
cathode 5 was used. As shown in the sketch of cathode 0
in figure 12, a hole (0. 15 cm) was drilled 9» the side of
the cathode tube 0.23 cm from the tip upstream face.
A Pt-PIRL, thermocouple was spot welded to the outside
surface of We insert. AI,03 beading prevented the
thermocouple from shorting or reading the tube wall
temperatures, The Insert wits placed at the tube tip and
was electrically connected to the tube. Thermocouples
were also placed on the tip and behind the tip heater.
During prrlicat It wits necessary to take Ilia tip tempera-
ture to 10000 C-with a corresponding insert temperature
of 10300 C to Initiate a discharge. After a discharger
(Je = i0.6 A, J  = 500 mA) was initiated and the tip
heater power turned off, the temperature profile shown
by the open symbols was obtained. As shown by the open
symbols, the tip ran at 040 0 C while the Insert ran hot-
ter, at 10GOOC..
The hole in the cathode for tae insert thermocouple
was sealed and the insert was recessed 0.03 em from
the tip. A new hole was drilled 0. SG cm from the tip
and the tip heater and CA thermocouple moved back
0. 63 cm and the insert thermocouple reattached. Ilia
thermal profile for this configuration is shown by the
solid symbols of figure 12 and indicates that the cathode
ORIGINAL PAGI•; s
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lip temperature and the temperature behind the limiter
are linter than corresponding cathode temperatures %%-fill
the Insert at the tip, cloth of these external horuaocou-
ple readings are consistent with those of cathode 5,
shown in figure 11. With die insert rocossed 0, 63 em
the Insert tenhparalurc (750 0 C) runs cooler than Lite Lila
temperature (11200 C), even Dough W0 cathode tube
tempera tures partially surrounding We Insert are
warmer than the Insert. Than. for the Insert position
selected an Impregnated insert ram cooler («5100 C)
than one loeatted lit Ilia tip. Rut, with Ilia Insert at the
tip, this relatively high Insert temperature. does not ap-
pear to be too high to impose a iithtime constraint during
cathode operation of 15 000 hours. 'this will be shown In
the next section.
The temperature trends Indicated by cathode 6 secen
to shed soma light oa the predominant source of the
emission nmuhaudsm Involved In sustalning a discharge
currant. With the Insert recessed from the lip, it would
appear that tine amount of available law work function
material at Ilia Up was lianited and caused a blither dis-
charge voltage. tligher ill: temperatures were necessary
to supply We electrons needed to sustain the discharge,
Moving tine Insert against tile tip allowed the cathode to
run cooler (lower keeper and collector voltage, sue
fig, 10) since now line la rge source of low wort: function
material available from tine Insert is being used to sus-
tain the discharge. With Uae insert against the tip the
source of electrons appears to buthc insert, more so
than to cathode, and these electrons cause a local In-
arouse In plasma density, a higher rate of surface Ion
bombardment, and an Increase In insert temperature,
Theoretical Lifetime of Hollow Cathode Inserts
This section of the paper will describe the theory of
hollow cathode Insert operation and the factors that might
control its Lifetime. The insert types discussed are
R-500-coated tantalum foil(3, 7) and barium-aluminate-
impregmated porous tangsten (Il) (Semicon, type 84-S).
The first part of the discussion will cover areas that
apply to each type of Insert, then each insert type will be
discussed individually in actall.
The insert, when heated, undergoes a chemical re-
action and produces barium or barium oxide vapor.
This vapor is dispensed to the insert surface and other
Interior surfaces or the hollow. cathode. Reference 12
indlcates that for good cathode operation, emission
should occur from the Insert as well as from the catode
tip. The dispensed barium is -absorbed by the surfaces,
thus reducing the electron work function slid enhancing
surface electron emission. As theabsorbed barium is
constmtly being lost from the surface by reevaporatien
and ion bombardment, it must continually be replaced by
the barium dispensing insert. The end-of-life (SOL) of
k
IN
1
the insert is defined as the point where the dispensed
barium (added to the activated surface) is less than the
bau'ium lost from the activated surface. A full)' aetl-
valed surface is generall, thought 11:1) to contain a com-
plcte monolaycr coverage of barium atoms or 0 1. 0,
where to is the monolayer fraction of barium. Suffl-
vic-it activation of the surface to produce satisfactory
electron omission may exist at values of a as low as
11, 1.
If an Insert is operated at temperatcres that are too
high, excess Barium is dispensed, to is greater than l.0
mul the excess quickl y evap orates f»m the cathode sur-
faces. Slue lilt, total anx,wit of barium in tilt , insert is
fixed, high insert tenilieratures will lead to early ex-
hauslion of ba ruin) and short t-Allo le lifetimes. If :n
insert is operated at temperatures that :ire too love, in-
sufficient barium is dispensed to replace that lost by
surface evaporation or toil bombardment, and the sur-
face becomes insufficiently activated tc, provide adequate
emission. The sketches below indlcate the rate of bari-
um dispensed with time for optimum, high, and low I ►i-
sert temperature levels. 117 each case, the cathode sur-
face is assumed at the same temperature level, and thus
tilt , s:unc nmount of bariunn is needed to replace that lust
by evaporation.
The integral area under cacti curve represents the
total barium dispensed Iy the insert and is assumed the
same for each sketch.
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The optimum tcmperalurc of oath insert ucpxmds
upon Its dosIgn (choice of chemical reaction to produce
barium) and the desired activation stale of the cathode
(level of required omission). Pigurc 13 indicates the
optimum insert temperature to achieve maximum life
for each insert type. To the II of the optimum temper-
ature, the insert Is too cool and unused barium remains
In the Insert at EOL (as shown bt • sketch :c)). Curve (1)
of figure 13 is an ideal Inse-t liletime and Is based on
the assumptions that there Is no excess rate of barium
dispersed from the insert, or is there an y. barium re-
maining; in the insert at F.OL. 'I'hesc assumptions are
equivalent to the sketch beluvv:
Needed to maintain
:J /-Rate
	
(tempi	 tirfnc. :it
	 0.
i
z	 Area of total	 1i
barium in insert
..	
VOL
Time -
d) ideal insert.
Prom °urve (2) of figure 1:3 iimpregmated insert curve)
the maxim •im lifetim - of near 100 000 hours Is predicted
at 9500 C. If a working lifetim r of onl' :10 003 hours is
required, how,:ver, the insert operating tem,wralure
may be In the range of h50 0 to 1100 0 C. The assump-
tions involved in calculating; the impreg0tated insert
curve of fil.^ure 13 arc: (1) the mininnam loss rate of
barium xluals the rate evaporating to vacuum front the
insert surface when covered wfth 0. 1 fraction m nolaver
barium, (1 '1) (-°) the rate of barium production as a func-
tion of temperature and reaction (operating) time is
given by the data of Ilef, 1 .1; and (3) the barium 'apor,
once evaporated f rom the surface, does not return. The
figure 13 curve for the I1-500, rolled-tantalum foil in-
sert is estimated by the authors and is based on a higher
chemical reaction rate of the barium )xIde/tantalum --e-
action of the foil insert than that of the barium aluminatc/
tungsten reaction of the Impregnated insert.
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Fe° comparinnn of llip,ro 1:1 with conventional (call'
ode III hard Vacuum) Cathode Operation, impreb` uded-
type cathodes typically operate at 11000 C and are acti-
vated for periods less than 1 hour at 1200 0 C. 
it
') Oxidu
calhodus (1, c„ BaO on nickel) operate at 700 0 C fat' long
life (10 ) hr) or 5000 C for normal tire. (10 hr), and are
hrlefly activated at 11000 C. 'file R-500 tantaluill roll
!parr' (ICNigll Contains a layer of Ba0 approximately
In thn-_s thicker than it conventional oxide Latitude.
This thleker layer Is necessary it) give nn adequate life
v.9th the higher rate tantalum . BaO reaction,
Each insert type will flow be discussed Individually
It) dcscrlhe in detail the type of chemical reactions
evolved and factors which may influence the rate of these
reactions mid hence the lifetime of the Insert.
Rolled-Poll Insert
The R-500-conted tantrum rolled foil Insert Is not
one of the standard or conventional oxide cnllmdes usu-
ally manufactured, (15) Ii was Invented to in+et the rc-
gadrerutnts for hollow cathode operation In ilia SBRT 11
q olt lheastcr program (0) \many life tests have been
cornpleted with this type of insert and 11fatim •s up to
20 000 hou rs have been recorded. (10, 17) The cathodes
on the two SORT it flight thrusters still function normal-
ly 0 years after launch. its) The theory of operation of
rolled-foil Inserts has been discussed previously, (2, 10)
and lifetime predictions have been made for a limited
range of operation. 65thnatlon of rolled-foil Insert life-
Blocs over an extended range of temperature may be
predicted using the following reactions:
5Bn0(s) +2Ta(s) c: Ta205(s) - Bag t	 (1)
B,10M Ba0(g) 1	 (2)
The equilibrium vapor pressure of barium has its a func-
tion ^f reaction temperature for function (1) is i,.ven in
Ref. 20 and has green replotted in figure lit, Also plotted
to figure 14 are vapor pressure curves for evaporation
of B-10, reaction (2), and other reactions that will be
discussed in the section on Impregnated Inserts.
Reactions (1) and (2) are equilibrium reactions and
the rite of consumption of tine reactants (left side of re-
action) will be Zero it the val»r pressure of the gaseous
product (right side of reaction) Is equal to or greater
than the pressure value of Ute curve. The rate of con-
sum;)tier can be estimated by how fast tiro gaseous
product is removed from the reaction. - It cam he seen
from figure 14 that for a given temperature, reaction (1)
will cause barium to he consumod at a rate that is about
norder of magnitude faster than reaction (2), Reac-
tion (1) will dominate early in Ufe when there is physical
contact hctivelin BaO and Ta. Alter initial reactions,
ORIGINA ' PAGE IS
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however, voids will develop iu the BaO/Ta Interface said
the Ba0 musL evap5rtte to reach file Tat deface reaction
(t) can proceed. 'fioreroru, the tale controlling; rone-
lion for most of the Insert lHod yne will be reaction (2) tit-
stood of reaction (1). (Note that the vapor pressure or
Tit Is so low° (less than Iii 12 lorr) at lice temperature
of fig. 14, thut it is negiigible.I As soon as tile uvuieo-
rated BaO reachoa the To surface reaction (1) will eori-
vertit to Ba, told it will be dispensed front the insert.
liqultibr(ttm liquid-pats Bs vapor pressure Is rout' arders
of magnitude higher than the valtur pressure of Ba pro-
dtmed by reaction (1). Therefore, the Ba vahar poiduced
by reaction (1) will escape rmeiv except for a small quan-
tity ht a Ughtly adsorbed su rface monoltyor.
As all example of the use of these reactions, cer-
sider reaction (2) art 11000 and 12000
 C. The vapor
pressure of BaO Is approximately 10 times greater at
the higher temperature, the consumption of BaO would
be also 10 Umes greater, and the insert Life would he
1/10 of that HrLtlm^s at the lowe r len,re'ature. The
rolled-full insert design will provide for 15 000-hour
cathode Lifetlnl« s when used at the corfOet (I. e.. I I00a U'
or less) operating temperature. The relative open de-
sign of the roll roll and the use u" toe highly run ttv , Ta
is reduce the Bao, results in a dispenser cap able or pro-
ducing relatively Iar ,c qu.mtitics of barium :.t a (ow^ir
tom"aratere than for the Impregnated lnsert design.
Thus, for thrusters whose cathodes operate at cool tent-
oeratures, such as the Ii-cm diameter thruster, (') the
rolled foil insert is on appropriate choice. The n0-em
diameter thirster with rraro.r calhodxs. Wwcver, nmy
have short insert lifetimes • as indicated by cathode 1 In
'fable 1. 'To Increase the insert life, the cath3de may be
cooled by adding a radiation cuollq*e fin and collar t0 nc
cathode tip. Such a design operated for 10 000 hours
(cathode 2 inn 'fable 1). The disadv:mlage of a cooling fin
on the tip Is that increased healer power Is then squired
to bring the ca0lode up to starting temperature. Heater
lifetime becoin;s a problem, unit there Is Increased de-
mand on the thruster power processing. Larger design
m irgin prcbarbly can be achieved if an insert with it Iower•
Ba reaction rate Is used. Such all insert, is the im^xcg-
nated t ype discussed next.
lmlLie.g„tated Insert
The porous-tungsten impr^grated Inset (type 84-S)
tested and theoretically described heroin, oparates in
general as does (lie rolled-Coil Insert. The mayor tit[-
ferences are In tine physical construction and in the
chomical reactions used to produce barium. Several re-
actions between the barium alumhote Impregnate and the
parties tungsten of type 84-S material are possible. (..4 l)
The mist likely reaction(21) Is;
y. •'
t	 ,
s
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r
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2Ba:A1,O6(S) + W(s) z BaWO4 0) + 2BaAl 2O.1 (S) + MOW
(3)
The equilibrium vapor pressure for reaction (31 as a
function of temperature is plotted on figure I.I. if reac-
tion (3) wore the only reaction that takes place, it is seen
that only half of the barium illuminate (Ba. 1Al2O6) put in
	
the Insert call 	 converted to free Be and be useful for
activation of the cathode. The other half remains in the
Insert as BaW0, 1 and BaAl2O4 and is unavailable to pro-
duee free barium. Because of other possible reactions
and specific operating temperatures or conditions, cath-
odes or Inserts made of impregnated porous tungsten
may be capable of dispensing between 1./3  tied 2/3 frac-
tion of total barium impregnated, (14, 21) in addition,
operating inserts do not omit a constant dispensed rate
of barium with time as might be implied from reaction
(3), but rather emit a high initial rate followed by a time
decaying rate as shown earlier In sketch (a). 1 o scale
Is shown on the sketch because the magnitude of the dis-
pensed rate is dependent on the operating temperature
level. The EOL occurs when the integrated area under
the curve equals the total barium available.
A model to represent the dispensing of barium with
	time call 	 described with the help of sketch (e) which
is a cross section through a porous tungsten impregnated
insert•
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Sketch (c)
Reaction (3) proceeds in the pockets containing
barium aluminate. Barium vapor is produced locally at
a pressure predicted as a function of temperature by
curve 3 of figure 14. The local barium vapor must flow
through the pores before reaching tae surface This
flow results In a pressure or concentration drop which
increases with time because the barium must flow from
deeper within the porous material as the barium alumi-
nate near the surface becomes. depleted.. This depletion
causes the dispensed barium rate to decrease with time
for a constant temperature.
to the equilibrium barium pressure of reaction (3), any
excess barium aver one monolayer at the surfumv will
evaporate quickly (represented by m 2 In sketch (a) or
(e)). In addition to any excess barium evaporation,
there is also barium evaporation from the barium mono-
layer. This barium loss Is represented by m l and is it
function of temperature. llie evaporation of barium
from it monolayor has been determined to be it
of the monolayor fraction coverage. (1:1)
	
EOI, of the
Insert occurs when the dispensed rate falls below mI
evaporated front
	 surface needed to sustain satisfac-
tory activation or emission. Ba vapor, 111. 1, reflected
from nearby walls, may add Be to the surface and extend
Hie Insert life. 'file effect of reflected Im vapor on In-
sert Ife will be discussed later.
In this paragraph, insert dispensing rates Into vie-
until will be computed for various operating temperatures
between 10500 anti 12270 C using measured data of
Ref, 14, The vacuum dispensed rate is presented as
vapor pressure of barium (leaving the insert surface) us
a function of operating time and is plotted In figure 15
for four temperatures, 'rite EOL bars at the end of each
curve were calculated by Integrating the total barium
dispensed and comparing this value with the amount of
barium illuminate In the 30-cm ED11' design Impregnated
insert. The EOL was the point whan the Integrated dis-
pensed value equalled one half of the total barium im-
pregnated, The half value was calculated from measured
mass of Impregnate and was 0, 0105 gin per em-n of In-
sert surface area. (The mass of barium aluminate im-
pregnate was 0. 22 gin and the insert surface area, 7. 50
cmz . )
As indicated In figure 15, higher operating temper-
atures produce more barium, but shorter lifetime, as
Indicated by the EOL bars at the right-end of the curves.
The EOL ranged from about 105 hours at 10500 C to only
1011 hours at 13000 C, (The data of Ref. 14 was extended
to longer operating times by plotting the log of the evap-
oration rate (vapor pressure) against the log of time and
making an extrapolation of the curve. The data of fig.
ure 5 in riot, 14 was extended to 1300 0 C by a linear ex-
trapolation of louver temperature data.) Comparing the
computed evaporation rates of figure 15 with the theoret-
ical vapor pressure of reaction (3), shows that reaction
(3) gives a higher vapor pressure than figure 15 and that
the difference magnitude increases with time in accord
with the depletion model presented earlier•
In order to relate the Bu vapor pressure values of
figure 15 with Bit
	
rates from Ba-monolayer covered
surfaces, figure 16 was prepared Figure 16 is across
plot of figure 15 and also includes curves for Be evapo-.
ration(13) from Be surfaces with o = 0.4 and 0 = 1.0.
In addition, reaction (3) from figure 14 is replotted so
that three Be rates can be compared together. BecauseBecause barium has a high vapor pressure relative
)
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the bin dispensed rate decreased with little. (1-1) dI reused
rate curves are show, for varlous Lima intervals, A
well-activated surface" if) has pia coverage between
0 - 0. 1 told 0- 1, 0, although enlsslon below 0 CI A
is possible, ill ht excess of one monolayer, 0> 1. 0,
quickly evaporates at Its normal vapor pressure which
is eight orders of magnitude greater than that leaving it
Sufaee with 0 1.0. It caul be seen lien figure f0,
that there is soklain enough barhme produced ill 	 In
complete Nurfcce coverage (0, 1) and the best activation
state. Ala-,the value of 0 will decrease with lints al
constant temperature.
'fine next step Is it) compare the dispensed rate of
barium who loss rates Crain cathode surfaces tit 	 ac-
tual entaremncnt of the cathode geometry. ]it 	 sec-
tions lc,^ tales were discussed for loss directly to vac-
uum, at, - 'u s rate probably represents a high limit of
the loss rate and hens^ at pessimistic (short) insert life-
time, In the actual environment, the confining geometry
of tine cathode tube will tend to reflect Bit 	 back to
the Insert surface. This reflected Ba vapor will cause
a higher equilibrium conc:artiation of Iii, Will oil the
surface and Into the peers. fire beneflelnl Went of this
reflected Ba could be taro-fold. First, Uwe surface will
reach a higher state of activation due to the increased
Bar concentration, and the cathode operating temperature
mm he lower and still give the slime emission. 5ccoatdly,
any Ba vapor traveling back: Into the pores will lend to
raise the local Be vapor pressure. This increase tit tine
pores nt the site of reaction (3) will shift tee equilibrium
to the tell and result tit slower rate of consumption of
the barlun aluninate Impregnant. Both this effect and
the first will lead to longer Insert lifetimes.
TO quantiWively estimate the increase br Inse=rt
lifetime requires life development of a Ba-flow model
that estimates hot% the Ill vapor Is reflected end where
it is eventually lost. An optimistic (low) built for Bn
loss would be that Bat lost only through the cathode ori-
fice. The pessimistic deft would be tine vacuum loss
rate and could occur if the Bat vapor condenses on neur-
by coo. sur faces acthrg life a "cold-trap. It bi the pres-
ent EM 30-em thruster cathode design, the aclatat bar-
turn
	 is probably between these two limits. The
authors believe that most of tiro barium lost travels up-
stream and possibly condenses actor the vaporizer, a
regain of about I'010' C.
At 300' C the equilibrium gas-solid vapor pres-
su c(1a) of Ba Is 0 10-0 terr. C the Ba reevaporates at
Ells value It would return at a sufficient rate (see flg. 10)
to maintain fairly high cathode surface activation. Pre-
dicting if file Ba will reevaporate is very sensitive to
temperature sand 300 0 C is a pivotal point. Much higher,
that is, 4000 C. gives a Ba vapor pressure of 0x10 atorr
v2,?Ga"NAL 'AGE, IS	 p
OF IPOOR 1j ALMA ^y
which represents it 	 abundance of flit, told much
lower, that Is, 200 0 C, gives 0,10-11 lore, which repro
,^ ,enls Insignificant mnaunl of Bit. (if the flu call be fire-
voided from permmatly cuWunabrg, it i neatly enhanced
insert life Should ruaull. One deaigm to accomplish this
would incorporate it now restriction bcdflc,4,rfllcc inside
the cathode tabu between the Isolator Enid Ina insert
where the temperature is `rIUO' C.)
Ever if no restricting bafflc/ordflc^ .s in place, tilt
natural geometry of tits Insert Inside the tube unit Ole
length if tine tube itself will tend to restrict the upstrcnot
flow of Ba. 'rite pressu re drop associated with this Claw
will cause a local enhancement of barium pressure and it
favorable equilibrium shift It reaction (tl). Calculating
the exact flew conduction pressure droll 	 Lite vaporizer
region Is difficult because of the cutimde tubc-inset•t
geometry. TO "first osier" the flow pressure drop will
be low, however, and the barium loss processes may be
close to vacuum evaporation if surfaces less than 300' C
are present.
Impregnated Insert Tmnaetxturc aicusurenwnls
To predict Mellon margin requires mcasuremoniS
of actual insert temperatures and measurements of the
effect of cathode geometry oil 	 Increases in Ba vapaor
pressure with Its subsequea.' suppression of Insert roar-
thin rates. Measurement of the Insert tcmp-rrature is
difficult because of the conflning size of the cathoe a tube
and the presence or a gaseous discharge Inside the tube.
The Lipka of figure 12 tore :in 	 result of Insert tem-
perature measurements made on a main cathode for In-
serts recessed and flush with the tip. The forward
placed insert operated at 1000 0 C while a recessed In-
sert operated al only 700' C. The higher tompertture
Is near the temperature theoretically predicted for max-
ition lifetime. Tile recessed impregnated insert Is at a
low enough temperature that poor chemical activity will
cause Insufficient barlmn production for normal operc-
tion.
The effect of cathode geometry on inhibiting the loss
rate of barium may be bderred by tine inspect i on of the
data of figure 17 which shows tic loss rate from an Ell
deslgm Impregnated insert measured after orating for
1000 hours at constant temperature. (Y2) Also shown are
two calculated curves. Tile lower curve predicts tine
barium loss due to flow out thruuLii the neutralizer size
tip orifice. Tic high •: r curve is for a loss rate of
barium to vacuum as if the confining tube walls were ale
sent. The insert was placed inside a cathode tube with a
30-cm EM design neutralizer tip (0.040-cm diam ori-
fice) on one end and it solid cap on the other. 'rite capped
end of the tube was clamped in a 100 0 C heat sink block.
Two different insert/tubes w•eto heated at each tempera-
ture. The measured insert welgPot loss (presumably Bu)
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l'acutun evaporation curve Indicating lint shgoiffemlt peratum, dituo to it Until.	 Theoretical eillmllatdllns were
anmtuds; of barium evaporated and condensed 111 the area carried out to describe the operation of both relled fail
of the heat slak at the L'al')fd end of the lobe. 	 Tide fact and Ba Impregnated tallpstOa hiScrt g,	 These Calchtallnus
was confirmed by visual ,.bNL• r1'CILPOIIS of dleilosils in tills predicted the Rfutllle :is a r o ou ilon or operating toa41era-
area, although qua native analysis verification was not tn'e range for cloth type.	 insert temperature hna9Urit-
completed at Me time of this writing.	 t'i'le one Ion, data )uenttl were made Im a function of eat)odle design and
]total at 11100 0 C Is assunie°d to Ile ant nnlloli9, operating condition,	 Oil Ile basis of those InNeft Wi n-
poralure mcasurmuents	 the Uwo:Llienl mndyS44 and
The results of these tests indicate that at Idgher thruster performance data, (hI It was felt that 30-cm
temperalures lilt- tube ivalts IUlly suppress lairium plat- cathode designs Ache been d( .n"eloped which allow surt-
d uctau QLy about half.	 But lit lower temperatures, the chitin lifetinio in'.dh also lead to satisfactory truster per-
production rule Is not suppressed.	 Another Interprotn formance.
thin Is that at the Milt temperatures, tin total reaction
of burinon may be I1caring Completion toile-half of lodal A series of We tests were p erlerined tit verify the
Ba available far dispensing) and the production rato uppronellcs Used In 30-em catode design.	 A 0.40-nun
slows down. orifice Cathode with ;in Iapregrmte°d h)bert was duration
Iestue at 2 amps ehnlsslol for 15 000 hours urlh negligi-
` fhese data of figure 17 and it co npartson w• till v:^n ble Change lit performance.	 A 0.70-Into orhffLe
theoretical Insert Ihf^tline lmdels do confirm that No cathode t3) de'sc'ribed In "fable I R'lill all Impregnated
present :p0-Cm Ell design Insert Is clear optmUm,	 Tile Insert reeL'ssed 0, 95 eni rival the till has been success-
Insert temperature Is adequately hot to dispense suft- fully endlurance tested lot' 18 000 houl'9 tit Current, Iewels
dent Ba for good cathode pei'fevnianoL all(] life, land yet till to 12 alllps emission with little of no clllmge In basv,
not too lint that the predated lifetime as below tile line keeper Voltage cr other perfurmance level.
n0 000-hour design life. 	 Tile Ba less fate of figure 17
onhl' be c% oil furt her reduced if the "ficat staid' area ten- References
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TA13LE 1.	 SUMMARY OF CATHODE CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
Cathode	 Orifice
	 Typo of Insert Insert dimensions Insert position	 Radiation	 Total run
number
	 diameter, distance recessed	 fin diameter	 hours
min from tip,
am,
1	 0.76	 Rolled full 2. 61- by 16. 2-cm 0.05	 None	 1360
coated with
R-500
2	 .76	 Rolled foil 2. 54- by 10.2-cm .95	 1. 76-cm fin	 10600
coated with + 0. 8-em
It-Soo long collar
3	 .16	 Impregnated 2, 54-cm long by or)	 1. 75-cm fin	 >18 000
0.54-cm o. d. +0, r-cm	 (61111
by 0, 20-cm 1. d. long collar	 running)
4	 .4o	 Impregnated 2. &I-cm long by (a) 1. 27 (<1600 hr)	 None	 15000
U. 54-cm a. d. (b) At tip (>1600 hr)
by 0.25-em I. d.
6	 Impregnated 2.54-cm Ions by (a) U. 635 (<70 hr)	 1.75 cm	 >3	 00
0, 54-cm o, d, fb) At tip (>70 hr)
by 0, 38-cm I. d,
6	 .76	 Impregnated 2. 54-cm long by (a) U. 635	 1.75 cm	 Short test
0.54-cm o. d. (b) At tip
by 0. 38-an I. d.
TABLE 11, - OPERATING CONDITIONS OF CATHODES TESTED
Cathode	 Preheat tip	 Mass Number	 Keeper Emission	 Cathode temperatures, oc
number	 power,	 flow, of	 current, current, Behind tip heater	 Face of tip
W	 mA restarts	 mA amps
1	 34	 170 9	 300 12	 1080	 1450
2	 go (initially)
60	 170 30	 300 12	 825	 925
3	 95 (initially)
79	 1110 'IS	 500 Varied	 ----	 060
r. (12, 12.2,
Id 7,10,10.6)
it 4	 511	 (60-80) 38	 580 2	 875	 1150(<1600 hr)	 (<1600 hr)
580	 920
5	 64	 140 9	 600 10.6	 (a) 825 (Insert	 1120 (insert
recessed)	 recessed)
(In 510 (insert	 950 (insert
at tip)	 at tip)
6	 90	 140 10	 600 10.6	 (a) 73$ (heater,	 1120 (re-
and Insert	 cessed
recessed)	 insert)
(b) 520 (insert	 940 (insert
kIMEDING PAGE BLANK at tip)	 at tip)NOT FILA14
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Figure 1. - Cathode configuration for 0.76 mm orifice cathodes.
Figure 2. - Photomicrograph of cathode 2 after
10600 hours at 12 amps.
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Figure 3. - Neutralizer cath- Je orifice diameter as a function
of time for cathode 4 run at 2 amps emission current.
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Figure 4. - Collector and keeper voltages as a function of
time for cathode 1.
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Figure 5. - Keeper and collector voltage as a func-
tion of time for cathode 2.
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Figure 6. - Temperature as
cat codes 1 and 2.
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Figure 7. - Keeper and collector voltage as a function of
time for cathode 3.
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perature for cathode 4 as a function of time.
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